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mannus. If Dravidian be the borrower, or if both
languages took the same word, perhaps along with
the specimens of a particular breed, for instance, of
Iran or of Arabia1 the entire edifice, phonetic as
well as historical, will collapse. ^
The name of the "^ass " suggests a  problem analogous
to that of the "horse."    The  identity of   R, V.  QardaMa
(on the suffix Skr. -bha—G-r. -<£o , etc.,    of  the names   of
animals, see Brugmann,   Grundriss,  II, 1, p, 389),   Hindi
gadha   etc. [borrowed freely in Dravidian, in Munda and
in Assam by the Khasi; see the lists of Ling.   Survey, 74)
on the one hand, and Tel. gadide, Can. kalte, katte, Tarn.
Italudei on the other  hand is evident (Kurukh  gadrarna
. "to bray."    Is it Dravidian or  Art an ?    In  the Celebes
the language  of  the   Bug  tribes  has   a  form borrowed
from the  Dravidian, kaledde) ; a prototype *gard accounts
for all  the  forms  if only because the   rule   concerning
the    consonantal    groups    previously    stated admits  of
an   alteration   in   the case  of  a   liquid   preceding   the
oeclusive   instead    of   following  it.    In  fact  one  finds
the use of  the  Can.  kalte, katte, in the word for "rice,"
Can.  akki,  Tarn.  arigi, forms  of  which  the comparison
is sufficient to suggest an ancient *arki, or in the word for
the  "cat"  (admitted  in' Sanskrit at  the  time  of the
epic, Skr.   did-ala-,  bil-ala-+  bir-ala-t   Ka^m 6rar, Syrian
Gypsy  blari,   Hindi   bilari, tilaya, billi, etc., from which
secondarily Can.  etc. pilli;  see  the  lists  of   the   Ling.
1 M. Autran would like to explain the Egyptian word htr which
means the carriage and the horse as a loan from an unknown
language of Southern Arabia. We know that horse appeared in Egypt
only towards the 16th cen. BJI.

